LAGUNA DEL MAR, SEVEN MILE BEACH

Seven Mile Beach, Grand Cayman
Price: US$4,750,000

MLS#: 412883

Property Type: Condominiums

Status: Current

Bedrooms: 3

Bathrooms: 3.5

Listing Type: Condo

Built: 1989

Square Feet: 3900

View: Beach View, Beach Front

Den: No

Furnished: Yes
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MAGNIFICENT PENTHOUSE on Seven Mile Beach. This top floor corner opulent
penthouse is spectacular. Incredible natural light, impeccable interiors with a
stunning and elegant finish and flow. At 3,900 square feet this wonderful condo
has the most stunning views directly onto miles and miles of powder white sands
onto the infinite translucent Caribbean Sea. The kitchen and living room are
modern and chic and boast huge windows, the Master suite is gorgeous and the
views from the master bed are simply out of this world. This condo simply has to
be seen to be appreciated. Laguna Del Mar boast an owners gym and tennis courts,
separate double garage, onsite Property Manager who is adored by all, wonderful
swimming pool and outdoor kitchen area to entertain family and friends. Short
term rental is also allowed independently from the onsite management, but its
real magic is the softness of the sands of Seven Mile and the sound of the ocean. It
is pure heaven.
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